Introduction
Felix Wörner, Ullrich Scheideler, and Philip Rupprecht
To speak of tonality is less to point by ostensive definition to an object, than to engage in a language-game. The word catches at our most familiar musical experiences of pitch and harmony, and yet the concept evades univocal meaning.1 Tovey’s
quip about tonality – “a thing which you can no more describe except by metaphors
and comparisons than you can describe the taste of a peach”2 – encapsulates its resistance to language. Whether or not tonality constitutes a sharply-defined category
or merely a verbal sign for facets of music’s time-bound arc, it remains central to
the shared discourse of composers, performers, and listeners. As a concept, tonality
appears perennially caught between the acoustical and the metaphysical, between
sonic realities and mediating contingencies of culture. The difficulty, in a sense, is
with tonality’s very familiarity: behind the “second nature” of its conventional invariance, as Adorno observed, lie the sedimented layers of history.3 It is through
historical framing, likewise, that one begins to narrow down the conceptual field of
view, by defining tonality, for example, as a type of “key-feeling” that succeeded
earlier periods of modal polyphony; or (with greater precision of chronology) by
recognizing a musical phenomenon that flourished between circa 1600 and circa
1910.4 As our title makes clear, it is the chronological limits of such definitions that
we deliberately challenge in Tonality Since 1950.
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The volume brings together new essays by fifteen contributors covering a wide
repertoire of concert music (and exemplars from the pop and rock genres, too) composed in Europe, America, and the former Soviet Union over the past half-century.
Approaching the tonality question in very specific and perhaps unfamiliar historical
terms, Tonality Since 1950 serves as a companion and sequel to our earlier volume,
Tonality 1900–1950: Concept and Practice.5 Together, the two books map a full
century of tonal practices, with contributions from a team of European and
North-American scholars.6 We are well aware of the historical revisionism inherent
to such a project. While we are hardly the first to find that the historiography of
twentieth-century music has ignored or marginalized tonal music, no new historical
account has yet emerged.7 For many readers, certain basic questions will immediately arise: Why study tonality in the twentieth century, a period that followed its
heyday? Is the history of music since 1900 not better served by other familiar descriptors of pitch relations – post-tonal, atonal, twelve-tone, or serial?
Among composers of the past century, the sense of belatedness with regard to
tonality is certainly undeniable. Looking back on eighteenth-century music, the
French composer Gérard Grisey observed, not without envy and regret, that for
Mozart “the tonal language was something unquestionably there, available, known,
learned, mastered.”8 For many composers working in the past century, however, a
sense of tonality’s availability – of simply being there – has gone. “Earlier music,”
Alfred Schnittke remarked in the 1980s, was “a beautiful way of writing that has
disappeared and will never come back; and in that sense it has a tragic feeling for
me.”9 To György Ligeti, by the early 1990s, the belatedness of musical means was
something still broader: “Both functional tonality and atonality have worn out,
along with twelve-tone equal temperament.”10
Throughout the last century, tonality has been understood as a lost object, the
epitome of the unattainable, the bygone, the vanished. The case is by no means
clear-cut, though, and not all composers have shared Schnittke’s bleak view of tonality as a tragic fait accompli. Hans Werner Henze, in the early 1960s, saw an ongoing need for younger composers to study theories “of earlier centuries”; historical and technical continuities between old and new music were, he felt, underestim
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ated.11 Other practitioners, while acknowledging the fact of tonality’s loss, have
sensed the possibility of its return. In 1970, Steve Reich predicted that “The pulse
and the concept of clear tonal center will reemerge as basic sources of new music.”12 To many present-day observers, Reich’s prediction would appear to have
come true. For Ligeti, meanwhile, the way forward was to develop new types of
intonation (and of tonality), drawing on non-European musics.13 Even so, it is hard
to forget Grisey’s remarks on Mozart’s tonality, for they signal feelings of historical
belatedness that seem peculiarly twentieth-century. In the distance between
Schnittke’s dystopian pronouncement of tonality’s irrevocable loss, and Reich’s
confident anticipation of its return, one glimpses the special historical complexity
facing composers working since 1950.
There would be no need to assert continuities between twentieth-century tonal
practices and those of earlier periods, were it not for the ubiquity of a received narrative. The story of a dramatic break with tonality – in the music of Arnold Schoenberg and his circle after about 1908 – and of its exhaustion and eventual demise,
was firmly in place by mid-century. Among many tellings we might cite is this
capsule version, published by an eminent music historian in 1960:
The first half of the 20th century passed under the sign of violent antitheses. First there was
revolutionary dissolution, followed by severe, tradition-oriented concentration; emphatic subjectivity, then dogged objectivity and studied collectivism. […] Melody, in the post-Impressionistic world, became a color patch, an exclamation, the smooth surface of its face ruined by
the varicose veins of incessant chromaticism. Then there developed a desire for broad design,
diatonicism, folk tunes in the old ecclesiastic modes, even pentatonic melodies, only to be
succeeded by “rows.” The tonal system, already showing ambiguities in Tristan, disintegrated,
then the aimlessly floating harmonic clouds were blown away, and “atonality” was subjected
to military discipline.14

The hectic plot turns within Paul Henry Lang’s account trace a series of reactions to
an initial revolution. A varied sequence of later stylistic and technical developments
– folkish diatonicism, row composition, atonality – are understood to flow from the
singular event of tonality’s “disintegration.” In Lang’s florid metaphors, one catches
a certain bewilderment in the face of music’s rapid stylistic evolution, or else a
gently teasing retort to the dogmatic polemics of 1950s new-music fashion (as in
his later facetious reference to “the government of the avant garde”).15 There is also
much to debate in Lang’s narrative. His reliance on a breezily teleological view of
music-historical process uncritically asserts influences and causal connections
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among an array of musical styles and techniques, synoptically catalogued. Readers
seeking music-theoretic perspectives, meanwhile, might bristle at the confident
grammatical singularity of Lang’s clipped reference to “the tonal system,” in the
absence of any mention of writings by Schenker, Schoenberg, Kurth, or Hindemith.
It is not difficult to identify, in Lang’s figure of a “disintegrating” tonal system, the
workings of historiographic cliché; in his version of the historical record, tonality’s
loss is the foundational myth of what is often called musical modernism.16
Half a century further on, we find it increasingly difficult to accept a history of
twentieth-century musical stylistic metamorphoses tethered only to a story of tonality’s purported collapse. In Tonality Since 1950 – as in its predecessor – the conscious aim is to throw new emphasis on continuities with past practices, rather than
sudden breaks. The date in the title of the current volume demarcates a period of
multiple ongoing engagements with tonality over the past half-century, not the aftermath of some singular collapse. While chronological precision is crucial to the
enterprise, we do not claim to provide anything approaching a comprehensive “history” of tonality in the post-1950 period, either as a conceptual category or a compositional practice. More modestly, we lay some groundwork in the form of a series
of intersecting and overlapping case studies. The historical scope of our first volume encompassed composers born in the 1860s and 1870s (Satie, Vaughan Williams, Schoenberg) through the 1910s (Barber, Britten), with accompanying essays
treating theoretical contexts from Schoenberg and Kurth to Hindemith and Cowell.17 In Tonality Since 1950, the protagonists are no less eclectic a group, extending
from (again) Hindemith (b. 1895) to Thomas Adès (b. 1971), by way of Hanns Eis
ler, George Rochberg, Luciano Berio, Morton Feldman, György Kurtág, Hans Werner Henze, Alfred Schnittke, Steve Reich, Hans Zender, Valentin Silvestrov, Helmut Lachenmann, Oliver Knussen, Wolfgang Rihm, Kaija Saariaho, and Georg
Friedrich Haas. To these composers of so-called classical or “concert” music, moreover, we add a smaller but representative selection from the vast pop and rock traditions, moving historically from the Beatles (“Can’t Buy Me Love,” 1964) and
Jimi Hendrix (“Hey Joe,” 1966) to Soundgarden (“Black Hole Sun,” 1994). All of
these musicians have composed in ways we believe count meaningfully as “tonal,”
for all the conceptual difficulties noted earlier. The obvious diversity of tonal practices is something that will emerge more fully within individual chapters. A cursory
overview of some broader historical, methodological, and epistemic motifs of the
period, meanwhile, will set the scene for a whole circle of creation.
It is the inheritance of tonality from earlier music that most often provides a
logical starting point for composers working since 1950.18 The idea of a “common
16
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practice” shared by composers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, advanced
by Walter Piston in his influential textbook Harmony (first published in 1941), was
essentially empirical.19 Theory, for Piston, followed practice; his book catalogued
norms of chordal vocabulary and usage, ultimately, as a stepping-stone to understanding “the individual harmonic practices of composers of all periods.”20 Newer
music, while clearly “divergent” from the past, also presented continuities.21 For
most readers, however, the empirical side of Piston’s project quickly settled into a
more fixed entity: “the” common practice, as Daniel Harrison notes, became “a
conceptual category” in its own right.22
The flourishing of tonality throughout the past twentieth century has increasingly undermined historically closed views of its demise. A post-1900 century of
tonality, similarly, poses theoretic-conceptual challenges to the post-Pistonian argument of an idealized common practice. Where George Dyson’s early-twentieth century Grove article speaks of Classical practice tonality as evolving from “modal
polyphony,”23 present-day theorists propose other stories. An “extended common
practice” – spanning polyphonic structures of Western music from the Renaissance
through the present – Dmitri Tymoczko argues, locates Baroque-Classical tonal
norms at the intersection of “two separate common practices,” contrapuntal and
harmonic.24 Twentieth-century tonality, on this view, is not different in kind from
sixteenth-century precursors; both repertories involve techniques of “connecting
harmonically significant chords by efficient voice leading.”25 With concepts of harmonic “distance” among triads center-stage, Richard Cohn traces a “double syntax”
in nineteenth-century scores: “nonclassical principles exist in close proximity to
other behaviors that are normal under classical diatonic tonality.”26 From Romantic-era triadic progressions in chromatic spaces, Cohn discerns a clear historical
path to the six-tone (hexatonic) and eight-tone (octatonic) scalar and chordal formations prominent in Liszt and early twentieth-century composers (Debussy, Stravinsky).27
Discussions of common-practice, diatonic, or chromatic tonality among historians of music theory remain far from settled, and proponents of neo-Riemannian
and transformation theories have until recently restricted their analytical work to
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century repertories.28 If a post-1950 perspective can
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contribute to ongoing and emergent conversation, then, it might do so first by drawing attention to the relatively unfamiliar triad and seventh-chord progressions favored by composers such as Eisler, Rochberg, Schnittke, and Adès, for whom even
early-twentieth century practices represent an increasingly remote reference point.
A second contribution – arguably more radical – is to recontextualize received ideas
of a “classical” (i. e., art-music defined) common practice in relation to other noless widely disseminated norms – those of pop and rock music. While both classical
and pop/rock repertories share foundational syntactic norms of pitch hierarchy, centricity, and harmonic function, the details in other respects are strikingly divergent.
The subdominant/plagal orientation so common within rock triadic progressions,
for example, partly reflects guitar-based blues influences. To many musicians, post1950, the phrase “common practice” might seem opaque – which practice are we
talking about? Among a plurality of diverse practices, just who is speaking the lingua franca? Who stands at the center, who on the periphery?
In the post-1950 period, one encounters tonality as a leitmotif of the narrative
of musical progress central to artistic modernism. It is under the sign of tonality’s
abandonment that the progress of “the new music” has often been proclaimed; the
bolder pronouncements can make for strange reading at a safe historical distance.
In a 1947 newspaper column, “Modernism today,” the composer and critic Virgil
Thomson enthusiastically observed that “today’s adventurous young, believe me,
are mostly atonal.”29 He restated the claim three years later, under the heading
“Atonality Today,” identifying twelve-tone “research and experiment” as “the main
field of musical composition where progress is taking place.”30 In the rethinking of
all music’s parameters, Thomson observed, a Parisian avant-garde – René Leibowitz, Olivier Messiaen, and the young Pierre Boulez – were leading the way: “If the
first problem in atonality is to avoid familiar tonal relations, its second is surely to
avoid familiar metrical ones. Complete renewal of the musical language and not a
mere abandonment of its decayed portions, still less a spicing up of spoiled material, let us remember, is the aim of the atonal group.”31 Similarly confident assertions of musical renewal abound in the mid-century; the frequency of their circulation in mainstream press outlets (as here) – as well as in specialist periodicals (La
Revue musicale in Paris, The Score in London, Die Reihe in Cologne) – is a reminder of just how vast, suddenly, the distance between the new and the old ap-
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peared. For modernist or avant-garde musicians working with twelve-tone rows,
the old was easily identified as tonal.
The rift between tonal practices, widely regarded as outdated, and a serial-led
avant garde movement deepens significantly in the 1950s and 1960s. “No one could
have foreseen the sudden upsurge in interest in dodecaphonic methods on the part
of a new postwar generation,” Aaron Copland reported in 1968.32 Facets of the full
complexity of the picture will emerge in the chapters to follow. In a more panoramic
way, we note en passant the intensity of the zero-hour ethos of the immediate postWorld War II years; the prominent position of the novel technological means of
concrete and electronic music composed in studios in Paris, Cologne, Milan, or
New York; and the prestige accorded the post-war “upsurge” of serialism at leading
new music festivals such as the Darmstadt Ferienkurse. Tonality, in such a climate,
was not much discussed by the more polemical guardians of “progress.” Leading
composers who did retain ties to bygone expressive idioms – even figures formerly
considered progressives – risked a damaging loss of reputation. Such was the case
for Hindemith, who had publicly denounced twelve-tone music for a lack of “higher
tonal organization,” and in whose scores of the 1950s triadic consonances were
more prominent than ever.33 A younger figure like Henze too, suffered “a kind of
excommunication” by his own generation for the excessively Romantic gestures of
his newer scores in the 1950s.34
Igor Stravinsky’s turn towards twelve-tone techniques after The Rake’s Progress (1951) was a widely noticed and, for many, highly symbolic “conversion.”35
The burgeoning interests of composers as varied as Copland, Barber, Shostakovich,
and Britten, in personal accommodations with row-based composition, in the 1950s
and 1960s could be understood, publicly, as further confirmation that tonality was a
spent force, at least among composers with ambitions of keeping up, technically
and stylistically. In the fraught politics of the Cold War, loosely-defined ideological
clouds trailed perceptions of musical style: serial technique, in the West, could
stand as the embodiment of an autonomous art, a symbol of freedom; or in the Soviet bloc, as proof-positive of decadent “formalism.” The claim that serial – rather
than tonally-oriented – composition dominated the post-war North American scene
possibly overstates the ideological anxieties of the day; the workings of cultural
prestige remain a topic of music-historical debate.36 What does seem more clearcut, though, is the palpable air of scandal attending the highly visible “defections”
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of composers like George Rochberg or David Del Tredici from atonal to unabashedly tonal and triadic idioms, from the later 1960s on.37
To collapse the European and Anglo-American experiences of serial and tonal
music in the mid- and later twentieth-century into any single narrative would be to
overlook differences between geographically remote regions, and obvious contrasts
in the timing of the major stylistic shifts. While one might recognize (with Reich)
that “clear tonal centers” were already popular with American minimalists by the
early 1970s, the debate surrounding “Neo-Tonalität” among German-speaking
composers such as Manfred Trojahn and Detlev Müller-Siemens emerges a few
years later.38 For Wolfgang Rihm, whose own music revels in specific historical and
inter-textual references, the talk about “new tonality” signaled a shallow concern
with fashion: “The alternative today is not avant-garde/dissonance versus zeitgeist/
consonance but (as always): strong versus weak, vibrant versus worn-out.”39 Rihm
voices impatience with unthinking use of tonal harmonies: in his elaborately metaphorical terms, music’s tonal materials (harmony) embody a corporeal urge toward
“dissolution” balanced by the time-bound life force of rhythm.40 The verbal discourses surrounding tonality, unsurprisingly, reflect the particularity of distinct national traditions. Views of a “tonal” 1970s decade will appear quite different according to one’s viewing angle: a fusion of categories of harmony and timbre is
crucial to the French musique spectrale discussion (with due awareness of Messiaen’s concept of “color”);41 the meanings of tonality, for Soviet-era composers,
appear more bound-up with elegiac historical resonances. And always there is the
sheer range of ways in which a composer might construct tonal experiences for
listeners – from the modally-based linear-harmonic trajectory of Riley’s early In C
(1964) to the bluesy F7 drone of Luc Ferrari’s À la recherche du rhythme perdu
(1978) or the elaborately protracted cadences of Silvestrov’s 1980s scores.
A multi-author collection affords complementary perspectives on a shared object of interest. In Tonality Since 1950, the conversation develops among scholars
from both sides of the Atlantic, and focuses on composers from several countries of
origin or professional activity: Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Hungary, Italy, the United States, and the former Soviet Union. Our analytic and
historiographic methods are correspondingly eclectic. From this mingling of histories and outlooks, some unexpected correspondences and overlaps emerge, along
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with a host of new questions. The book’s fifteen essays are arranged in three thematic clusters, each one passing chronologically through the period since 1950. In
the remainder of this introduction, we will briefly introduce the individual chapters.
* * *
Concepts and Contexts. What do we actually mean when we talk about tonality in
music composed since 1950? Ulrich Mosch takes this blunt definitional question as
a point of departure for his chapter, “Foundation or Mere Quotation? Conditions for
Applying the Tonality Concept to Music after 1950.” Mosch observes the role of
music’s time dimension in defining the relationships of pitches and chords with a
defined center. Apart from the structure of individual chords, it is in surrounding
contexts – the “before” and “after” of any event, both locally and globally – that
analysts will discover the presence and force of tonality. From this perspective,
Mosch explores tonal effects in works by four composers. In Helmut Lachenmann’s
Allegro sostenuto (1986–88) a single tonal chord is robbed of framing voice-leading; in Luciano Berio’s Sinfonia (1968–69), the glimpsed tonality of the background-layer Mahler quotation lends continuity to the collage texture; in Wolfgang
Rihm’s Astralis (2001) and the fifth of Hans Zender’s Logos-Fragmente (2006–07),
arcs of harmonic tension are defined, respectively, within equal-tempered and microtonal tuning systems.
In “Total Tonality or Tonal Totality: a Compositional Issue in Music after
1945,” Wolfgang Rathert takes Hindemith’s opposition between “natural” and “historical” categories of tonality – influenced by the theories of Hans Kayser and Hermann Heiß – as a starting point for discussions of the tonal-systemic dimension in
composers as diverse as Karlheinz Stockhausen, Luigi Nono, György Ligeti, and
Leonard Bernstein. Among examples of “totality,” Rathert counts the all-interval
pitch series in Nono, the Lydian Chromatic Concept treatise of jazz musician
George Russell, and the interplay of tunings in Ligeti’s Violin Concerto. His chapter confirms the surprising degree to which tonality was in the air after 1945,
whether through systematic exploration of the known tonal universe or bold transgression of its limits.
Joseph Auner’s essay, “The Stopped Clock: Tape Loops, Synthesizers, and the
Transfiguration of Harmony,” considers the impact of new sound technologies on
the development of tonality since World War II.42 Citing a plethora of concert and
popular music from the 1960s and 1970s through the present, Auner documents
how two technologies – the tape loop and the voltage-controlled modular synthesizer – have caused musicians to reimagine tonal harmony. If “microphonic listening” (Gérard Grisey) reveals sound’s internal dynamics, the static effects of tape
delay systems, as in Terry Riley’s Mescalin Mix (1963), create a kind of sonically
expanded moment. Auner reveals philosophical connections between the acousmatic sound objects in Pierre Schaeffer’s work and the “slow-motion” aesthetic of
42
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Steve Reich’s early phase-shifting music. Citing music by Mario Davidovsky and
Éliane Radigue, among others, he observes how composers using synthesizers for
sound modulation have redefined even very familiar tonal objects, such as the triad.
Nicole Biamonte’s chapter on “Pop/Rock Tonalities” considers how paradigms
of so-called common-practice tonality might apply to analysis of pop and rock genres. Some “tonal” traits of the classical repertoire – centricity, tertian chord structures, and the interplay of structural and embellishing events – are also important to
pop and rock, but in other specific ways, the individual genres diverge. Building on
Walter Everett’s 2004 taxonomy of tonal systems in rock, Biamonte proposes a
modified scheme reflecting the relative prevalence of particular tonal-modal features in given genres. Biamonte’s discussion synthesizes a wide range of recent
analytic literature; her chapter concludes with brief readings of tonal detail in songs
composed between the 1960s and the 1990s.
Perspectives of the Mid-Century. Under this heading, we present four chapters
devoted to composers who came to prominence in Germany and in the US during
the 1950s and 1960s. Thomas Ahrend’s essay – “‘Das Wunderland’: Tonality and
(Political) Topography in Eisler’s Songs Around 1950” – considers how tonal music fared as a stylistic choice under the ideological pressures Hanns Eisler encountered upon his remigration to the German Democratic Republic in 1948. Abandoning the schwebende (floating) tonality of his earlier works, Eisler’s setting of the
GDR national anthem (“Auferstanden aus Ruinen”) traces a folksong-like tonal
simplicity, as if to conform to socialist-realist aesthetic doctrine. The anthem’s melodic and harmonic details seem to match utopian images of a new German home.
The song “Das Wunderland” (Neue deutsche Volkslieder, 1950), meanwhile, positions tonal materials as historically marked artifacts. At once self-reflective and
newly strange, tonality for Eisler itself appears as a kind of ruin.
Ullrich Scheideler’s chapter, “Tonality in Henze’s Music of the 1950s and Early
1960s,” explores the composer’s reconstruction of his own creative self-image in
light of the dogmatic anti-tonal biases of the serial avant-garde at Darmstadt and
elsewhere. Henze, in various essays and memoirs, articulates a position for musical
tradition as an enduring aesthetic presence, a resource freely available to artists of
eclectic sensibility. Exploring the combination of twelve-tone rows with triadic progressions in the early opera Boulevard Solitude (1951), Scheideler also considers
the sophisticated modal-tonal syntax of the ballet Undine (1957). By the time of
Der junge Lord (1965), Henze’s intricate tonal syntax – for Luise’s pseudo-Mozartian pianism, e. g. – deploys historical allusions for dramatic ends, as a harsh
critique of the opera’s empty social order.
Felix Meyer’s essay – “‘Everything we love belongs to us’: George Rochberg’s
Adoption of Tonality” – underlines the extent to which an embrace of tonality in the
1960s and beyond was still taboo. Rochberg’s Third String Quartet (1972), by juxtaposing sound worlds reminiscent of Bartók and late Beethoven, provoked a storm
of press criticism for its polystylism. Where the tonality of a collage score could be
heard within a fragmented discourse, Rochberg’s more sustained idiom was taken
as blatant nostalgia. Upon closer inspection, Meyer shows, Rochberg’s score reveals subtle exaggerations of Classic-Romantic gestures of registral placement, dy-

